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Stonehammer in the Classroom 

WANDA HUGHES 
Inside Out Nature Centre, ORBIT Amusements and Go Fundy Events “Adventure in Travel”, P.O. Box 

27036, Saint John, New Brunswick E2M 5S8, Canada <Gofundy@gmail.com> 

We love sparking curiosity about the Earth! With a landscape created by the collision of continents, the closing 
and opening of oceans, volcanoes, earthquakes, ice ages, and climate change, Stonehammer UNESCO Global 
Geopark includes geological stories from late Precambrian time a billion years ago to the most recent Ice Age, and 
almost everything in between. As North America’s first Geopark, Stonehammer is about geology, but it is also 
about the people, society, and culture. After two years of community engagement and rigorous evaluation, 
Stonehammer was awarded Global Geopark designation in 2010, and revalidated in 2014 and 2018. In our first 
eight years of operation, Stonehammer has fulfilled our promise of: (1) raising appreciation for and improving 
education in earth sciences; (2) deepening global scientific knowledge of local geological features; and (3) 
stimulating the economy through increased tourism. 

With a volunteer Education Committee and the hiring of a programme coordinator in 2011, we began creating 
educational assets according to need, including an earth sciences curriculum course for provincial educators. 
Building a network and working relationship with the school district and teachers has been very beneficial in terms 
of creating educational content relevant to curriculum outcomes and hands-on interactive learning. We have 
taught over 5000 students in over 200 classroom school visits with an average of 25 schools per year, and have 
trained 143 teachers through capacity-building workshops and materials. 

Pilot projects at 3 major high schools in Saint John, best practices with Joggins, the New Brunswick Museum, and 
other Geoparks, teacher workshops and communications, private and public funding and grants over the past 8 
years have been key in enabling Stonehammer to provide field trips, youth activity books, classroom workbooks 
for grades 4 and 7, and a teacher workbook for high school field trips. 

Going forward, we intend to build on our strong foundation and expand our reach, sparking curiosity and teaching 
all audiences about the earth. Our goals are: (1) to interest more young people in studying geology; (2) to improve 
province-wide earth sciences outcomes; (3) to encourage scientific research; (4) to inspire deeper pride of place 
and encourage local people to stay; and (5) to prompt us to examine our consumer choices. 

“These workshops were a key component of the delivery of the Science Unit. This speaks volumes about your 
volunteers and the commitment they have to the program and sharing our history with our students!” (Sarah 
Blanchard, Principal, Hampton Elementary School). 
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